This research project investigated the motivational basis of skill development in high risk recreation. Flow Theory (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2005) and Reversal Theory (RT, e.g., Apter, 1982, 2001) are two general psychological models which describe the structure of motivation and offer theoretical bases from which to understand both optimal experiences (e.g., flow) and nonoptimal experiences (e.g., fear and anxiety) in high risk recreation. Reversal Theory is grounded in the tenet that individuals regularly reverse between opposing metamotivational states (e.g., between the “telic” serious-minded state and the “paratelic” playful state) and that the quality of current experience is dictated by an individual’s metamotivational state at any given time (e.g., Frey, 1999; Potocky & Murgatroyd, 1993). Flow research with adolescents has demonstrated that a synergy between momentary involvement (i.e., flow) and long-term goals can optimise talent development (Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde, & Whalen, 1993). Theoretical literature has proposed that an integration of key constructs in these theories could better elucidate optimal experiences and their relation to a “positive learning spiral” of skill development (Rea, 1993). Specifically, a balance of serious and playful states, and flow states, has been postulated to optimise skill development over time (Rea, 1993). Despite theoretical similarities, previous research has not empirically evaluated the nature of high risk recreation flow states, or their role in a positive learning spiral, within a Reversal Theory framework. Therefore this study evaluated: (a) whether a “positive learning spiral” of skill development was evident
in high risk recreation, (b) the nature of flow states in relation to a “positive learning spiral,” and (c) whether a “positive learning spiral” was related to the development of increasingly complex flow states (e.g., serious play), as suggested by theoretical literature.

**Methodology**

This study employed a prospective, mixed-methods design (Creswell, 2002) to investigate the nature of flow and a positive learning spiral of skill development amongst novice riversurfers (a high risk recreation activity in which participants navigate and surf river rapids on a body board) during a three day riversurfing course. Novices were purposefully selected to evaluate key constructs during initial skill development phases (Patton, 2002), while riversurfing was selected as this activity was expected to facilitate flow based on criteria identified in flow literature (e.g., clear goals; quick/automatically reactions required; opportunities to continually rebalance challenges and skills; Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). Moreover, previous investigations of flow in white-water settings documented flow and dramatic mood changes pre and post-rapids (e.g., Jones, Hollenhorst, & Perna, 2003; Jones, Hollenhorst, Perna, & Selin, 2000; Males, 1999; Males & Kerr, 1996; Priest & Bunting, 1993).

Quantitative data was collected with all 10 course participants (mean age = 23 yrs, 8 males, 2 females) via survey measures related to RT states (i.e., the telic/paratelic state instrument, T/PSI, O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001), flow states (i.e., the Short Flow State Scale, SFSS, Martin & Jackson, 2008) and perceptions of challenges and skills (Stavrou, Jackson, Zervas, & Karterliotis, 2007) at key points throughout these three days. In addition, five of these ten participants (mean age = 25 yrs, 3 males, 2 females) were purposefully selected to wear head-mounted video cameras throughout the course and participate in daily interviews facilitated by footage from their camera. These five participants were purposefully selected to provide a cross-section of outdoor and whitewater experience (e.g., more to less experienced) as previous research indicated that experience in one domain could influence an individual’s experience in similar environments (i.e., previous river experience) and/or utilising similar skill sets (e.g., Brody, Hatfield, & Spalding, 1988; Creyer, Ross, & Evers, 2003; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989). Therefore, daily interviews of between 25 to 50 minutes were conducted in a semistructured, inductive format which concluded with deductive concepts (Patton, 2002; Scanlan, Russell, Wilson, & Scanlan, 2003). Data was analysed using a concurrent nested design process (Creswell, Plano Clark, Gutmann, & Hanson, 2003) in which quantitative and qualitative data are interpreted concurrently, but quantitative findings are “nested” within, or considered as supplementary to, qualitative data analysis.
Results

Quantitative data regarding flow and RT states, and perceived challenge and skill ratings were triangulated with qualitative interview data to identify key trends and qualitative differences amongst flow states. Both of these data sets demonstrated that participants experienced high levels of flow and regular metamotivational reversals throughout the three day riversurfing course. Data also supported the constructs of telic flow, paratelic flow and the positive learning spiral. Specifically, telic and paratelic flow states appeared to differ qualitatively based on the degree of salience of key aspects of these states (e.g., level of goal importance, arousal-seeking). In the telic state, anxiety and potentially unpleasant feelings regarding challenges and goal achievement tended to precede more “intense” flow experiences, while the paratelic state appeared to provide a wider range of flow opportunities as paratelic flow did not appear as outcome dependent as telic flow. Higher skill perceptions (e.g., sense of control) and the presence of clear, challenging goals also appeared to be a more important antecedent of telic flow than paratelic flow. The finding that telic flow tended to occur the first time participants mastered a novel task, while paratelic flow was more likely to occur once a task became familiar or “automatic,” also suggested a multi-phasic relationship between these flow states and a positive learning spiral of development. Data suggested that the dynamic recalibration of perceived challenges and skills which was necessary to facilitate these distinct flow states contributed to the multi-phasic nature of these states and a positive learning spiral skill development (in the longer term).

Discussion

This study provided a starting point from which to identify qualitative differences amongst states of flow and enjoyment, and their relation to a positive learning spiral of longer-term skill development, in high risk recreation. Contrary to previous theoretical RT literature (i.e., Apter, 1982; Kerr, 1989), the key role of the telic state in flow experiences was supported. Results suggested that telic and paratelic flow states, and resulting emotions (e.g., satisfaction, relaxation), in high risk recreation were dynamic and multi-phasic. Moreover, optimal experiences (in the short term) and skill development (in the longer-term) appeared to depend upon the dynamic tensions between opposing states (e.g., telic seriousness and paratelic playfulness; anxiety and excitement), rather than one state in isolation. Continually shifting perceptions of personal skills in relation to challenges also contributed to optimal alternation between telic and paratelic flow, and contributed to the upward movement of the positive learning spiral.
These findings highlighted the symbiotic relationships amongst seemingly “opposing” states in the learning process and identified the need for further refinement of Flow Theory and Reversal Theory in the context of high risk recreation. These findings have practical implications for high risk recreation participants (e.g., mental skills training programs) and instructors with regard to the facilitation of optimal experiences in the short term (e.g., trip planning and activity sequencing) and optimal skill development in the longer-term (e.g., programme design). For example, alternating phases of perceived skill mastery and perceived skill learning can optimise skill development and enjoyment for participants. However, instructors should not necessarily eliminate all negative emotions as they appeared to function symbiotically with intense positive emotions. Instructors should seek to facilitate a range of flow opportunities at lower to moderate, as well as heightened perceived challenge levels.
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